**SAC support goes to HEP**

The High School Equivalency Program now has the Student Affairs Council strong in its corner as the program fights for survival.

SAC Wednesday night urged legislators to work with the U.S. Department of Labor and change the Department's stand on the HEP issue.

HEP, funded through the Department of Labor, will be terminated at Cal Poly June 30 because of faculty office space shortage here. The Labor Department has said it will not allow the program to transfer to another campus.

An ad hoc committee was organized by SAC last quarter to look into the HEP situation. It reurrupted Wednesday with a resolution and an accompanying letter which supported HEP and asked the Labor Department to reevaluate its position.

Only one representative voted no. Saundra Trice, of the School of Human Development and Education, said she voted no because there are "too many college students who are poor and working their way through school. Priority should be given to them."

In the letter accompanying the resolution, seven California colleges were mentioned which have expressed interest in allowing HEP to reestablish on their campuses.

The letter also explained why HEP was being forced off the Cal Poly campus: "a serious shortage of facilities on this campus." It said, however, that "students, faculty and administration feel it is an excellent program and in no way do they want to see it terminated."

Copies of the letter will be sent to a long list of legislators and government workers. Included on the list are U.S. Senators Edward Kennedy, Joseph Montoya and Gaylord Nelson, Gov. Edmund Brown and Wilson Riley, California Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The HEP program provides children of migrant farm workers to return to school and receive a high school education. Some 50 per cent of the HEP graduates here last year went on to college, according to Tim Hayes, chairman of the ad hoc committee.

**Plotkin defends his political integrity**

ASI Pres. Scott Plotkin Wednesday responded openly to an attack on his political integrity published April 7 in the *Mustang Daily.*

Plotkin read a brief prepared statement to the Student Affairs Council meeting Wednesday night.

"Never in my ASI career have I promised to always be right," Plotkin added. "I have only promised myself, and the student body, to care about what I am doing, and to do my best." He listed a series of alleged Plotkin political wrongdoings. These ranged from gaining access to prepared questions before a candidates' forum show on KCPR last year, to attempting to use an ASI budget survey to try and win votes for presidential hopeful Doug Jorgensen.

Ginelli said he reviewed the letter and an accompanying resolution and an accompanying resolution that asks President Kennedy to relocate the program to another campus. The letter also explained why HEP was being forced off the Cal Poly campus: "a serious shortage of facilities on this campus." It said, however, that "students, faculty and administration feel it is an excellent program and in no way do they want to see it terminated."

Copies of the letter will be sent to a long list of legislators and government workers. Included on the list are U.S. Senators Edward Kennedy, Joseph Montoya and Gaylord Nelson, Gov. Edmund Brown and Wilson Riley, California Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The HEP program provides children of migrant farm workers to return to school and receive a high school education. Some 50 per cent of the HEP graduates here last year went on to college, according to Tim Hayes, chairman of the ad hoc committee.

**Four seek top ASI position**

Four students announced their candidacy for ASI President at the Student Affairs Council meeting Wednesday night.

The presidential hopefuls are Rob Chappell, Greg Fowler, Doug Jorgenson, and Kevin O'Connor. All four of the candidates are involved in student government now.

Chappell is a member of the Finance Committee. Fowler is ASI Chief Justice. Jorgenson is head of the University Board of Governors. O'Connor serves as ASI representative to City and County Affairs.

In an election election, Linda Anderson, chairman of the Elections Committee, said 140 students are needed to assist with the election.

She said those interested should contact her at $41-1588.
Pottery show will open next week

From an original list of over 400 entries, 70 have been selected for display during the Poetry 5 show, which will open Tuesday, April 18, in the Galerie of the Julian A. McPherson University Uni.

A national open show for both students and professionals, Poetry 5 will be open for public viewing during regular hours of the University Union through Friday, May 2.

Roger Bailey, advisor to the Fine Arts Committee of the ASI, said 70 entries on display were chosen by Juror Sheldon Kangasoff, a professional poet and member of the University of California at Santa Barbara faculty.

Kangasoff will judge the display pieces after they are received and cash prizes and purchase awards totaling $1,250 will be announced during a preview reception starting at 7 p.m. Monday, April 14. The public is invited to attend the free reception.

Racing to set the date

SAC ok (continued from page 2)
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Immunization info could save your life

Has your immunization knowledge gotten a little hazy? Read on, because in this column we will hopefully clear the air about worldwide need for young adults.

Teasus protection is a must. because teasus germ is ever-present, in more places than just the traditional musty nail. because teasus (locally) is not the time to treat such matters, and because teasus vaccine is readily available, safe and completely effective.

It is often given in combination with diptheria vaccine to help keep that old killer suppressed. The currently accepted interval between booster after the initial babyhood immunising series is ten years. Boosters for additional insurance are often given at the time of certain types of injuries, regardless of the date of the last booster, after deep-penetrating, dirty wounds, for example. There is no reason for additional for annual booster inoculations, and this practice should be discouraged.

Diptheria boosters may be given, after the initial series, as infrequent intervals, although most experts agree that continuing boosters after age 18 is not necessary in this country.

The widespread immunization of children in the United States has come close to wiping out this disease, which requires susceptible individuals for its propagation. But apathy, or ignorance of parents of their responsibility to immunize their children will bring it back, along with diptheria, measles, and whooping cough.

Smallpox has all but disappeared from the earth because of mass immunization programs worldwide, in fact, so successful has been the effort through the years that vaccination has been largely discontinued. But some experts fear that smallpox, like the old stand-bys measles and whooping cough, is being closely watched and waiting.

Influenza! The vaccine has recently become available, and is quite effective with mild side effects, but because influenza is such a highly variable and ever-changing virus, keeping a yearly immunization is often too much to ask. To help with this vaccine, there are several types of different ones that have been developed for this purpose.

Annual mass immunization worldwide could conceivably eliminate this disease, were it practical. But remember everything we call "flu" is not the specific disease influensa, to we are still subject to dozens of these diseases, were it practical. But remember everything we call "flu" is not the specific disease influensa, to we are still subject to dozens of these diseases. Some of the viruses causing somewhat similar signs and symptoms, for which we have no vaccine.

The reason: rabies is almost invariably fatal despite treatment. And don't feel safe just because the dog that bit you had received rabies vaccine - dog vaccine it not 100 per cent reliable either. In California, bats, skunks, cats, cows, bears, and coyotes are the other animals most involved with humans for rabies, unless it can be proven free of disease.

The reason: rabies is almost invariably fatal despite treatment. And don't feel safe just because the dog that bit you had received rabies vaccine - dog vaccine it not 100 per cent reliable either. In California, bats, skunks, cats, cows, bears, and coyotes are the other animals most involved with humans for rabies, unless it can be proven free of disease.

Typhoid vaccine has never amounted to much and still doesn't. It's probably worthwhile if the risk of acquiring the disease is high, but it offers only partial protection, and for no more than six months. So when tourists or travelers through the less sanitized places on this earth, better rely on heat or chemical sterilisation of food and drink, not on the vaccine.

Gamma globulin, although not a vaccine, is used as an immunizing agent in cases of exposure to some forms of infectious hepatitis. It is a human blood derivative, and can prevent, or at least modify the severity of the disease. It is advisable if it can be given within a few days of intimate exposure to a hepatitis case, every six weeks while living in an area with high incidence of hepatitis.

Rabies vaccine for non-pregnant women of childbearing age, who plan pregnancy and had neither the natural disease or the vaccine in childhood, is important in reducing birth defects.

In the case available, we could not begin to discuss all the prophylactic vaccines, hyperimmune sera, and anti-toxins that could be important to college students, particularly those planning on residing in the areas of the world in which cholera, plague, tuberculosis, typhus fever, yellow fever, and other exotic diseases remain a major threat.

Consult your Health Center or the local Health Department on such matters. It is hoped that the production of new vaccines will be speeded up, that the cost of their production will be lowered, and that the disease of which they are a part will be eradicated from the earth.

Dr. Robert Barrows, who heads the evening counseling program, offers a helping hand to a student in need.

Photo by Ken Chen

Test Anxiety Group helps calm students

You can feel the tension on a college campus when finals and midterms are being given. Worry from all night study sessions, students wandering glazy-eyed through the halls desperately trying to recall a semester's accumulation of knowledge.

Although the tension is bad enough on us all, for some it is unbearable. The pressure to perform is so great on many students that they find themselves completely blocked in the search of a test situation. A new program being conducted at the Administration Building Counseling Center may be of help to those students who suffer from this type of anxiety.

The Test Anxiety Group, as it is called, uses an automated taped program in an attempt to desensitize students who have learned through years of schooling, to be nervous when taking tests. According to Carol Garrr, program coordinator.

Participants in the group listen to a series of five tapes which are intended to gradually reduce the natural anxiety of the situation. Thirty students have completed the program in the two quarters it has been in operation here and the majority have reported some degree of success, said Grrr.

The tapes were developed and used exclusively at Colorado State University and may someday be incorporated into the counseling programs of all institutions where this type of anxiety exists.

In addition to the Test Anxiety Group, the Counseling Center offers a series of programs designed to help students overcome problems in a variety of anxiety producing situations.

HABILAB Counseling Center now open every 5-9 p.m.
M-F Adm. 211
Drop in and see us!
Flowers help campus looks

by DOMI TOMATE

Facing the Snack Bar across from the Men's Gym lies a foray of ivy, most of it hidden beneath the shade of several eucalyptus trees.

But below the heavy green clusters sprout flower plants spaced about a foot apart on a long armpit almost looking like a frame.

Most of the day, students can see a blond-haired Cal Poly groundsman, who looks similar to a student himself, work busily on the blemish-planted flowers.

But the project is his own thing. Cal Poly has nothing to do with it.

A 1973 graduate of Poly who majored in horticulture, Thom Geiger decided more colorful plants should bloom on campus, especially in spring.

Just planted in the beginning of the quarter, Geiger hopes his 500 yellow and gold marigolds will bloom by Poly Royal.

SDX contest rules

The campus and professional chapters of Sigma Delta Chi, Society of Professional Journalists, announced this week rules for its second annual writing contest.

The contest will feature cash awards for entries in news writing, feature writing, radio commentary, advertising, opinion and radio news.

The contest is open to all Cal Poly students not just journalism majors. All work entered must have been done between March 1, 1974 and May 1, 1975.

The deadline for entries is May 5.

Judging of entries will be done by professional journalists from the local media. This includes the Telegram-Tribune, San Luis Obispo Times, Mirror Bay and Astria magazines.

Entries can be work done both on or off campus. All entries should be mailed to the SDX contest. All questions concerning the contest should be directed to him.

The winners will be announced at the SDX banquet May 5, at Trader Nick's in Pismo Beach.

Credit rating advice offered

One of the most common questions asked by young adults today is, "How can I establish a favorable credit rating before I have a need for it?" A young person should begin building his credits as soon as he can. The one rule of thumb that can help a young person get off on the right foot in preparing for financial responsibilities of adulthood.

"An excellent way to start," officials point out, "is to open both a checking and savings account at a bank. Proper handling of a checking account over a reasonable period of time will help demonstrate that you are a responsible person. And, even if you never move your funds, you will have a credit history that will help open doors for you when you need to borrow money."

Although a credit rating is as unique to each individual as his fingerprint and considered a personal secret, there is certain information that can help a young person get off on the right foot in preparing for the financial responsibilities of adult life.

Both job and residence stability are considered in the granting of a loan. For example, many lending officers feel that, in general, the person who does not change jobs frequently, though not always, a better credit risk than a chronic drifter or job hopper.

Income level is another consideration in establishing a credit rating, and one rule of thumb states that one should not commit himself to financial obligations exceeding approximately 40 percent of total gross income.

You needn't have a wealthy field of charge cards to prove to your banker that you are a good credit risk. Even one revolving charge account, which has been handled in an exemplary manner, can help a lending officer get a good idea about an individual.

"Although some people may be able to go through life paying cash for every purchase, the day comes for nearly everyone when a large loan must be considered, for example, to purchase a home or go into business. For this reason, it is wise to take positive action early in life to assure that all important credit ratings are prepared for the day when you need them." officials concluded.

(courtesy of United California Bankers Association)

Oly iron-ons.

Are you suffering from an iron-on deficiency? It's a scientific fact that up to the age of 49, beer drinkers need iron-ons every day. That's why Oly is offering these eight colorful ways to decorate your clothes for only $2.50. Oly trademarks. "Powered by Oly" stickers. Even the famous hip-pocket Oly can in iron-on form. Stickers in each kit. You owe them to yourself.

Oly iron-ons.
Photos and text by Kevin O'Connor

Men's Glee on Tour

Over the quarter break the Cal Poly Men’s Glee Club, directed by Stanley A. Malinowski, and the University Jazz Band, directed by Graydon Williams, journeyed off to the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys for the annual Men’s Glee Tour. Leaving in the middle of finals, the Glee Club spent the next five days giving performances at nineteen high schools, returning home just in time to start classes in the Spring Quarter. Also performing were two specialty groups, the “World Famous” Majors and Minors and the Collegiate Quartet. Students and staff will have an opportunity to see all these groups perform at the 34th Annual Home Concert, Saturday, April 12 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available in the University Plaza, at the door or from Glee Club members.

The "World Famous" Majors and Minors not only sing their songs, they spell them out. Keith Record (standing) and Ray Weems form the T in M-O-T-H-E-R.

Director Stanley A. Malinowski leads the Men's Glee Club in the Alma Mater at the close of the show.

University Jazz Band drummer Doug Clementtina stops to autograph a program for a fan after a performance.

While the Collegiate Quartet entertains an attentive audience the University Jazz Band (Collegians) waits for its chance to perform.
Guitarist in concert

The multi-talented Jim Turner who played two different lead roles in the rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar will appear in concert in Chumath Auditorium on Sunday, April 15, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets for the concert are $1 for university students and $2 for the general public. They are on sale now at the ticket office in the University Union.

Turner has played Penobscot Pilate and Caiaphas in two different stage versions of Jesus Christ Superstar and includes in his repertory, acoustic rock, folk, and country sounds. When he learned of auditions for Jesus Christ Superstar in New York, Turner joined the hundreds of others seeking a spot in the musical. After only one audition session, Turner earned the role of Penobscot Pilate.

When the rock opera ended its run long in 1972, in Los Angeles, Turner remained to further his songwriting career and gain solo performance experience at the house, which spawned such acts as Funk and the Dead and the Roadsters.

Pacific Conservatory to open eleventh season of repertory

by FRAN MOLAN

Trouble Dear Companion of The Performing Arts has announced its eleventh season of productions.

The nationally acclaimed theater will present its first five productions. The company will perform a total of 60 times alternating between the Performing Arts Center Theatre on the Allan Hancock College campus in Santa Maria and the Solvang Festival Theatre in Solvang.

The Santa Maria Season will feature five productions with the grand opening scheduled for July 6. A benefit performance of BEAUMARCHAIS' "The Marriage of Figaro" will be at the Center Theatre on the Allan Hancock College campus in Santa Maria on July 6. The benefit will feature the Santa Maria Symphony Orchestra and the Santa Maria Philharmonic, under the direction of Dr. Karl Jupp, and the Santa Maria High School Choraliers, under the direction of Dr. Karl Jupp.

The first five productions will be:

1. "The Barber of Seville" by Rossini.
2. "The School for Scandal" by Beaumarchais.
4. "The Importance of Being Earnest" by Wilde.
5. "The Mystery of Edwin Drood" by Charles Dickens.

The Solvang Season will feature five productions with a July 19 opening scheduled for a building fund benefit. The five productions, 50 performances, three of which will be at the Performing Arts Center Theatre on the Allan Hancock College campus in Santa Maria and the Solvang Festival Theatre in Solvang, will be:
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Basketball review

Season falls a few ticks short
by STEVE CHURM

Cuelina's, when the clock struck twelve all the frill and fanana proved too much for the Mustangs.

Unlike Cinderella, the prince did not stop over to slip on the golden shoe to see if the beauty returned the beautiful princess.

But at a time when people are making New Year’s resolutions to improve on the past year’s performance and take time to make their own list, the Mustangs seemed to begin to make their own list.

For the Mustangs execution in the second half of the season when they were supposed to play its best, materialized a struggling column. putting the clock at Number 12.

It was the 12th round and the Mustangs were still running short on offense and defense, with no one on the team to score more than 10 points. The season had ended with a disappointing 2-6 cellar finish as they had failed to keep up with the rest of the conference.

Just after the team played its last game, the departure of the departure of Wheeler's second senior, forward-center Ray Hall, the other senior, started the Mustang lineup.

He played well all year for us. He had to take as much responsibility in getting in our offense as possible. Hall will go, and has the ability of coming off the bench and picking up a game.

Wheeler feels with a little more practice and experience, Mills has the potential of taking one of the forward spots in the lineup.

In the view of Dave Bush, a 6-3 food processing major, the team has the ability of coming off the bench and picking up a game. He played well all year for us.

Wheeler says, "We can't afford to lose our star player. We have to be patient with our personnel."

As the head coach, Wheeler will have the opportunity for job placement.

The other backcourt man will be either Brian Erickson, nicknamed "Swooper" from Hamilton High School in Los Angeles where he played just one year of basketball, worked himself into the Mustang lineup last in the season.

Wheeler feels with a little more practice and experience, Mills has the potential of taking one of the forward spots in the lineup.
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Wheeler feels with a little more practice and experience, Mills has the potential of taking one of the forward spots in the lineup.

In the view of Dave Bush, a 6-3 food processing major, the team has the ability of coming off the bench and picking up a game. He played well all year for us.

Wheeler says, "We can't afford to lose our star player. We have to be patient with our personnel."

As the head coach, Wheeler will have the opportunity for job placement.

The other backcourt man will be either Brian Erickson, nicknamed "Swooper" from Hamilton High School in Los Angeles where he played just one year of basketball, worked himself into the Mustang lineup last in the season.
Poly hosts Pomona

by JIM SWEENEY

Right now the Mustang baseball team has everything...except a firm grip on first place in the California Collegiate Athletic Association. Going into this weekend's schedule, they are planning to remedy this by putting some distance between themselves and their other league foes. The Mustangs will host a three-game series with the Cal Poly Pomona Broncos on Friday and Saturday at Poly Field. Sunday's contest will be moved to Santa Clara Broncos in the confines of San Luis Obispo Stadium.

In Friday's 2:30 p.m. single game, Mustang ace Bruce Freberg (6-1, 1.68) faces his nemesis for the most mousing win in a single season against Pomona's Vic Bernal (1-4, 3.90). Probable starters for Saturday's noon doubleheader are junior right-hander Ben Sola (2-1, 1.48) and freshman lefthander Dave Pence (5-0, 1.10) or southpaw German Hohmeister (4-1, 5.60). Runners non-conference hosts will start at 1 p.m.

Approaching the second weekend of CCAA competition, the Mustangs are flashes some rather formidable statistics in almost every aspect of the game, and are considered the team to beat in the tiny circuit.

The Mustangs' record this year is the maturity of the pitching and a solid defensive alignment.

The pitching staff has a microscopic 2.63 earned run average, including four shutouts. They haven't allowed more than seven runs in a single game, and have given up more than five only twice.

The Mustang's unusual defensive strength can be traced largely to the sophomore double play combination of shortstop Chris Smith and second baseman Hal Simons of Assisiadere.

But, the Mustang's double play total of 24 doesn't illustrate the combination's ability.

"We haven't had that many double play opportunities because our pitchers have gotten the strikeout or popup frequently when there was a double play situation. When double plays balls have been hit, we have made the play," explained Han.

"Both Smith and Simons have good range and soft hands. Offense has good carry from the hole at shortstop. Simons is just learning second base after playing third base previously."

The double play combination, the Mustang's have a shaggun in centerfield. Sophomore Mike Organores with six assists already has equalized the season total for the entire 1974 outfield.

For a squad that was supposed to be offensively weak due to the loss of Joe Zagagino and Tim Reynolds, who collectively led the Mustangs in almost every offensive category last year, Han's crew is hitting at a .272 clip, 14 points above the 1974 team mark.

Red hot Dave Fowler, eight hits in the last four games, is leading the team with a .335 average and 23 runs batted in.

Coed nine face UCSB

Coach Mary Stallard for the UCSB doubleheader are:

Pat Flynn, a sophomore from Bishop, first base; Kathy Pollock, a junior from Bakersfield; second base; Jo Gilbert, a sophomore from Escondido, shortstop; Valerie Filler, a junior from Gilroy, third base; Lee Ann Britt, a junior from Hollister, catcher; Janet Flescher, a freshman from Whittier, outfield; Kathy Birrer, a freshman from Oakland, Yvonne Carroll, a sophomore from Hollister and Kim Graham, a junior from Hollister, pitchers.

The three pitchers also will see some outfield action.

The doubleheader to be played at home will start at 1 p.m. The games will be played either at Mustang Stadium or Pacheco School on Grand Ave. depending upon the availability of the field.